TEACHING GUIDE

~ Module 18 ~

“Time Travel!”
Lesson:

You are responsible for making sure you have funds to lead an independent life when
you retire.

Time:

45-60 minutes for the module including test. An additional class period will be
required for the optional activity presentations.

Note:

This guide is, of course, only a suggestion. Feel free to modify it as needed, and
please share with us your own teaching ideas for FoolProof!
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How to use this guide
Lesson Overview & Objectives
What are the students supposed to learn? This section sets forth the goals of knowledge gained by
the students.

Classroom Progression
Does it feel like students are taking too long to complete a task? Here’s a general timeline to make
sure students are staying on track.

Classroom Warm Up
It’s time for class! Let’s get the class motivated and in the right mindset. Along with a brief
introduction to share with the class, there are some potential discussion points in the pre-test to get
the students talking and engaged with the material.

Module Progression
What are the students seeing? Here are a few screenshots you can use to discuss key points from
the module after the students complete their posttests.

Activity
Alright! The module is done, the posttests have been scored by the FoolProof system. Let’s put that
knowledge to use!
There’s a short suggested script for you to introduce the activity and to set the students off to apply
their knowledge learned.

Conclusion
Let’s wrap this up and put a bow on it! Recap key concepts and thoughts for the students to take
with them into life.
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Evaluation
There are multiple data points throughout the module and activity. Want to know where? Find out
here!

Glossary
What are these people talking about? The glossary has some key definitions that will come in handy.
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Lesson Overview & Objectives
Core message: By the time most people start worrying about what they will live on after retirement, it
is nearly too late for them to develop a retirement plan.

Knowledge Objectives
Students will be better able to:

v

“`By the time most
people start worrying
about retirement, it is
too late…”

v

1. Understand you cannot depend on the government
or your place of employment to take care of you in
retirement.
2. Know why you will need to save a much smaller
percentage of your income for retirement if you start
now rather than later.
3. Determine how inflation impacts a retirement or savings plan.
4. Explain why investment accounts can pay a higher rate of return than savings accounts.

Skills Objectives
Students will be better able to:
1. Determine how much of your income you should set aside for retirement.
2. Identify factors that impact your success as an investor who is saving for retirement.
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Classroom Progression
1.

Warm Up

——

5 minutes

2.

“Time Travel” Module

——

35 minutes

3.

Module Test

——

10 minutes

4.

Classroom Discussion

——

10 minutes

5.

(Optional) Activity Discussion

——

5 minutes

6.

(Optional) Activity

——

45 minutes

7.

(Optional) Activity Presentation

——

45 minutes/or
as homework

8.

Conclusion

——

5 minutes
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Classroom Warmup
If you don’t start saving for retirement when you’re young, you’ll probably need to work
longer to have enough money to retire.
"Retirement" is about having the freedom to control your own life when you get older. It's a time in
your life when you shouldn't have to depend on a job to live your life.
You are, most likely, going to be solely responsible for your own retirement income.

Classroom Discussion
Questions you can ask your students prior to starting this module::

Do you want to work the rest of your life?
How long do you want to work?
Why do you need money later in life?
What is inflation?

Potential Teacher Talking Points:
There are no guarantees for retirement unless you do it yourself. If you start saving early, you’ll have
the potential to retire early.
The market contains a lot of options for retirement savings. Do some research and figure out what is
best for you. REMEMBER: over the long term, you can change your investments so you’re not
stuck.
As always: WATCH OUT FOR FEES! These can lower your account balance even if your investment
isn’t making money.

Important: Instruct students to complete Module 18, “Time Travel.”
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Module Progression
To see Facts & Figures Generation in action, review examples of our teaching methods below. We
outline screenshots from within the module with accompanying text, to give you an idea of how
students will experience specific teaching elements (e.g. Videos, real life examples, quiz and
repetition elements, etc.).
The module contains a variety of
videos and animations throughout to
reinforce learning, underline an
educational point, or to change the
pace of learning.

At times, a video is followed-up
with questions regarding its
content, to encourage students’
attention, or to have them rethink
a certain subject.
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Open questions challenge
a student to really think
through personal (financial)
situations and take subject
matter serious.

(More in-depth) Learning
moments are created with
follow-up questions around
acquired knowledge.
Example 1:
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Example 2:

Short two-minute games let students
break away for a moment and keep a
fresh mind.
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Practice makes perfect! We
ask the student to calculate
exactly how much inflation is
costing them, and how it may
(negatively or positively) impact
their personal retirement
money.
Example 1:

Example 2:
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Classroom Discussion
Review what was learned in the “Time Travel” module.
Ask the students:
What surprised you about saving for retirement? Or, what new piece of information did you
learn?

Potential Teacher Talking Points:
Remember: start saving early. Whether a percentage of your paycheck or a set amount, make
retirement saving a habit NOW.
Once students have completed the module, move into the classroom activity.
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Classroom Activity
Set-Up
Your goal is to develop a savings and investment plan based on the following scenario.
Scenario:
You are 22 years old, a recent college
graduate, and are starting the first full-time job
in your intended career. As you have learned in
FoolProof, you should invest your money early
and often. But you know you must also be
comfortable with your investment strategy and
with the risk of your investments. Your company
provides a Mandatory Provident Fund (MPF)
retirement plan. Within this plan you may
choose from a full range of stock and bond
index funds, mutual funds and other investment
opportunities such as company stock. Your
company will match your contribution to your
MPF on a sliding scale. The maximum annual amount you may contribute is $18,000. Your annual
salary is $38,000 (great for a first job) and you plan to save 15% to 18% each year to get a good
start. You know you also want to grow an emergency fund equal to 3 months salary. Because you
want to diversify your investment portfolio, you plan to include at least 4 types of investments.

The Activity
Before you develop your savings and investment plan, create a table that briefly describes the
following types of savings and investment options, their recent levels of return on investment and
relative level of risk.
Savings accounts
Certificates of deposit (CDs)
Stocks
Bonds
Mutual funds (index and managed)
Employer-sponsored savings plans
Physical assets
Commodities
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Based on the scenario, develop a savings and investing plan based on your personal financial goals.
Present in in outline form or as a table or chart.
Identify the investments you plan within your MPF and outside it.
What amount will you invest annually? What percentage of your savings and investment will
you invest in each type of savings or investment option?
Explain the return you expect on that investment given current returns. Cite your source for
information on average returns.
Explain the risk you anticipate with each investment option and why you are comfortable with
that risk level.
Indicate how often you plan to review and adjust your investment portfolio (also known as
"rebalancing" your portfolio).
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Conclusion
Many people don’t start saving for retirement until later in life. Now you know why that strategy is a
mistake.
Look at your budget (you’re budgeting, right?!?) and see where you can start saving.
Getting a summer job? Perfect! Talk to your employer and see if you can start making automatic
contributions to a retirement account. Does your employer match your contribution? Great! Make
sure you max out that matching contribution or else you’re leaving free money on the table.
Start saving now. Your future self will thank you!
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Evaluation
“Time Travel” starts with a pretest to set a baseline of knowledge. The module concludes with a
posttest for evaluation of knowledge gained.
After the module, students can apply their acquired knowledge through an optional class project to
be evaluated by the instructor.

Glossary
Inflation:

A general increase in prices resulting in the lowering of
purchasing value of money.

Mandatory Provident Fund:
(MPF)

A compulsory pension fund designed by the Hong Kong
government as a major protection scheme for the aged and
retired residents. Most employees and their employers are
required to contribute monthly.

Occupational Retirement Schemes Ordinance: Retirement program set up voluntarily by
(ORSO)

employers to provide retirement benefits for
their employees, and as such the governing
rules are drawn up by individual employers.

Recession:
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Facts & Figures Generation
is a mutual project by the FoolProof Foundation
and the Education University of Hong Kong.
All rights reserved.
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